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Five American National Parks out of over fifty five are located on the United States 

borderline : Wrangell Saint Elias and Glacier Bay (Alaska), North Cascades 

(Washington State), Glacier (Montana) and Big Bend (Texas). Each of them present 

various borders and boundaries dealing with political, geographical, cultural and social 

issues, having consequences at different scales and shaping an original set of territories. 

 

A case study of Wrangell Saint Elias, East of Anchorage, Alaska and North Cascades, 

East of Seattle, Washington State will explain how these boundaries d esign a complex, 

problematic and usually unknown territorial patchwork in American National Parks. 

 

I   AT THE INTERNATIONAL SCALE 

 

International borders interferes with the conception of Nature without political border. 

Still, in a world divided in States, should Nature have boundaries ? 

 

1   An original border landscape in North America 

 

A 1925 Treaty between Canada and the United States is responsible for a very 

surprising landscape on their common border : 

 

Treaty between Canada and the United States of America (1925) (abstract) 

Article IV 

“The Contracting Parties, in order to provide for the maintenance of an effective 

boundary line between Canada and the United States [… ] , hereby agree that the 

Commissioners [… ] are hereby jointly empowered and directed: [… ] to keep the 

boundary vistas open ; [… ]to maintain at all times an effective boundary line [… ].” 
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In order to keep the boundary vistas open and the boundary 

line effective, the borderline is regularly clear cut by the 

International Boundary Commission. A clear cut line is 

visible in the landscape : six meters large and over more 

than 8 900 km long between the neighboring countries 

(International Boundary Commission). This may be an 

issue for border parks when clear cutting and pesticides are 

used (Louter, 1998). 

 
Borderline in the landscape 
(Hozomeen, 2004) 
C. Moumaneix 

 
Thus, at the international scale, the clear cut line along the 

borderline set up a particular borderscape in parks and 

remind the physical strength of the international borderline. 

 

2   Unifying Nature with international park projects 

 

The strong international borderline may 

be « softened » with international park 

projects, considering nature has no border. 

North America holds the first international 

park, created in 1932, Glacier-Waterton 

International Peace Park, between Alberta, 

Canada and Montana, United States, 

viewed as the model to refer to (Héritier, 

2004). Is cooperation effective to erase the 

political limit between parks ? 

 

Concerning North Cascades National 

Park, Washington State, after few 

attempts since the 1970’s, the last and 

most accomplised project has been 

discussed in 1994, in Seattle, at a 
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conference named « Nature Has No Border ». The project was to create an International 

Park by unifying existing parks : North Cascades in Washington, State and Skagit 

Valley, Cascades and Manning Provincial Parks on the other side of the border (North 

Cascades and Skagit Valley only are represented on the previous map). Create an 

international park made reference to an ecosystemic conception of Nature : the 

Cascades range and attempt to get rid of national parks limits (« Nature Has No 

Border », 1994). 

 

The project did not go over the discussion level due to the limited local population and 

native groups consultation and involvment. It shows the local level has power to 

interfere at the international level. 

 

Nature and ecosystems do not have boundaries but it seems like its management needs 

administrative limits that have trouble to get ride of the state scale reference. 

 

II   AT THE PARK SCALE 

 

Around and within parks, a number of lines, limits, borders shape up an interesting 

patchwork of territories. Let us go over some of the main ones. 

 

1   The Wilderness vs the Non-Wilderness 

 

Beside their borderline, parks are divided between the wilderness area and the non-

wilderness area. It is the first limit dividing up the parks. It comes back to the 

Wilderness Act, enacted by the American Congress on September 3rd, 19641. 

Wilderness is defined as « areas where the earth and the communities of life are 

untrammeled by man » and where « solitude » can be experienced. Human sphere is 

thus perceived as seperate from Nature sphere, a specific cultural and religious 

conception in Noth America. 

 

American national parks are thus divided up in zones  in or outside the wilderness. This 

limit has consequences on the management done by the National Park Service and on 

the activities and uses permitted. For instance, the numbers of visitors to be delivered a 
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backcountry permit, which is an authorization to have access to the wilderness area, is 

limited to 12 or 6 (NPS Brochure). This quota guarantees to experience the «  solitude » 

by limiting the potential of meeting other people. 

 

2   Communities, Preserves and Recreation Areas 

 

If you look at a map of American National Parks, you will notice that very few have 

communities, villages or towns inside their limits. In fact, the presence of community 

members inside the park, called « inholders », lead to various issues for the park 

management. Thus, the limit of recent parks have been drawn usually to exclude most 

communities from the park space, like for Wrangell Saint Elias  : only four communities 

(McCarthy, Kennicott, Chisana, Nabesna) are inside the park, in its National Preserve 

zone, outside the wilderness ; but between eight and thirteen are just outside the park 

boundary (From various maps : NPS, AAA). The exact number is difficult to tell 

according to the limit of residents in one unit to be considered a « community » (See 

second map). 

 

Outside of Alaska, parks do not have « National Preserves » but if they have 

communities, the zoning will set aside some « Recreational Areas ». It is the case for 

North Cascades National Park. It is divided in four zones : North Cascades National 

Park North and South Unit, Ross Lake and Lake Chelan National Recreational Areas 

(See first map). The four parts of the park are managed by the National Park Service. 

Activites permitted are not the same : for instance, you can fish in the National 

Recreational Area but you cannot in the National Park. The explanation resides in the 

presence of roads, communities, dams, resorts. Ross Lake National Recreation Area has 

been created to exclude the three dams (Ross, Diablo and Gorge) on the Skagit River 

that had been built before the park creation in 1968 and the company towns of 

Newhalem and Diablo. Lake Chelan National Recreation Area has been set aside from 

the park due to the presence of Stehekin, an isolated community. This example shows 

once more that human society is considered as not being part of Nature, precious 

enought to be part of a « National Park ». It is also a way of concentrating human 

impacts in a restricted area, which is easier to manage. 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             
1 Public Law 88-577, 88th Congress 
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3   Alaska’s ANILCA : preserving the Last Frontier ? 

 

Alaska parks are unique because most of them have been created by the Alaska National 

Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA), enacted by Congress on December 2cd 

19802. This act establishes different regulations for wilderness areas in Alaska only : 

wilderness is more accessible (planes, cars, snow machines permitted), permanent 

residency is allowed and the natural resources may be used for subsistence lifehood. It 

is specific of Alaska as many of its inhabitants depend on wilderness lands to live. 

Then, this act is the first one to reconsider human society place in natural spaces. The 

congress recognizes the role of rural traditional societies in parks. 

 

III   AT THE LOCAL SCALE 

 

Wilderness borderline, preserves or recreation areas are shaping a complex patchwork 

in the parks. What are their local impacts for the residents, the inholders ? Can 

Wilderness be still your backyard today ? 
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1 Access issues 

 

The ANILCA precises that « rural residents should have reasonable access to 

subsistence resources on the public lands ». In Wrangell Saint Elias National Park, 

access issues are current issues. 

 

To get to McCarthy, you have to take the McCarthy road, belonging to the State of 

Alaska : a four hours drive on this 90 kilometers long dust road that used to be a 

railroad. The infrastructure is in a pretty bad shape, due to the climate and also to the 

State position to not maintain it as it would be too expensive for a dead-end road that 

link a small community of less than 50 permanent residents. This is very different from 

the french concept of « territorial continuity ». 

 

The McCarthy road ends at the Kennicott River, at a footbridge built in 1995, one 

kilometer away from the village. Because the community needs a bridge other than a 

footbridge or an icebridge during the long winter, one local family acquired some land 

on each side of the river and have built a private bridge for cars between 2002 and 2003. 

The pass price varies between 50 dollars a year for residents, about 9 000 dollars for a 

year for the National Park Service and 200 dollars for one return-ticket for tourists. The 

high fee for tourists allows the community to control the access and the trafic in the 

small community. 

 

The McCarthy issue might appear not so important in the largest American National 

Park (as large as Switzerland). But in fact, inholdings are the major key issue in 

Wrangell Saint Elias : it is the most complex landownership patchwork in all American 

National Parks with about 13% of private land. The National Park Service needs to 

work with the locals and the locals have to follow the National Park Service 

management plan. In the end, the locals are partly more under the federal authority than 

under the State one. 

 

The ANILCA is sometimes difficult to acheive in these conditions : the National Park 

Service has to find a compromise between its mission of conservation and preservation 

of nature and the respect of subsistence lifehood. Locals have sometimes troubles to 
                                                                                                                                                                             
2 Public Law 96-487, 96th Congress 
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accept the National Park Service position and do not understand why the Park ask them 

permits to drive to their private land or forbid to cut young trees in a specific zone, 

which happen to be the closest to the village or the traditional area to gather wood. 

Locals have choosen to live in McCarthy to be free and now the federal governement 

has never been so close to them. Numerous tensions and misunderstandings are setting 

up conflictuous relations between locals and the Park administration and staff. 

 

2 A controversial 1866 law 

 

ANILCA is not the only law that lead to tensions in National Parks. A 1866 Mining 

Law say that individuals have the « right to construct, use highways across public 

lands ». This law, usually referde to the « Right-of-Way », had been enacted to 

encourage economic expansion in the United States after the Civil War and is today 

used by private owners to have access to their property, even in parks. 

 

As long as there is proof of the existence of at least a trail getting to a property, the 

owner can use its Right-of-Way to maintain it today. Thus, maps are key issues. In 

Wrangell Saint Elias, a family is dealing with such problems : A road reaching their 

property is represented on a 1939 map but the National Park Service is not recognizing 

it. Without defending one side or another, this example shows how maps can be turning 

points for local tensions. The family is using the 1866 Mining Law, the ANILCA and 

help from private owner associations to have the right to have access to their land using 

an old road. The National Park Service is highly concerned about the huge 

environmental impact of such use because the family is using machines to fix the road 

that crosses many rivers. Justice will have the last word but it will have huge impact on 

the inholders. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Nature does not have political or administrative boundaries but nature management 

needs clear limits. Setting up the limits of parks can bring up issues and lead to difficult 

choices. Local issues on a land owned by the federal governement have consequences 

on the entire political system. Wilderness seems to be getting more your « federal 

neighbor » backyard than it used to be. Alaska is an exception because of the ANILCA. 
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Due to all of these limits, acts, zonings, American National Parks present a complex, 

controversial territorial patchwork. 
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